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1957
First commercial SAXS analyzer 
by Otto Kratky, built by Anton Paar

1981 
Kratky Compact Camera

2003
SAXSess

60 years of innovation in SAXS

Material research for key technologies requires structural investigations 
at the nanometer scale to understand material properties and 
interaction behavior within inorganic and organic matrices, to develop 
new materials, and to investigate chemical and biological processes. 
SAXS is a non-destructive method to determine:

- Particle size and particle size distribution
- Particle shape
- Internal structure
- Structural changes
- Structural dynamics
- Porosity
- Crystallinity
- Molecular mass

With SAXS almost any sample can be measured, for example polymers, thin films, porous 
materials, powders, liquid crystals, dispersions, and many more. The SAXSpoint 2.0 system 
is a compact lab-scale instrument for SAXS, WAXS, and grazing-incidence (GISAXS/GIXD) 
scattering studies of nanostructured materials with dedicated point collimation. It incorporates 
more than 60 years of SAXS experience at Anton Paar and profound application knowledge 
from dedicated Anton Paar specialists.

Ideas take shape

SAXSpoint 2.0 includes state-of-the-art software with a clearly structured user interface for 
processing and analyzing your experimental data. With its straightforward visual data analysis 
you immediately see the points of interest of your nanostructured material – and know where 
your future research will go.

SAXSpoint 2.0 ensures that your experimental ideas take shape! 

No limits in your SAXS/WAXS/GISAXS 
analysis of nanostructured materials
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SAXSpoint 2.0

YOUR PARTNER FOR UNLIMITED

NANO RESEARCH IN THE LAB



Brilliant X-ray sources for brilliant results

SAXSpoint 2.0 employs powerful standard or MetalJet 
microfocus X-ray sources combined with customized 
high-precision optics for ultimate flux and brilliance, which 
leads to excellent results within minutes.

No limits in resolution 

Obtain SAXS data at ultimate resolution: The compact 
SAXSpoint 2.0 system reaches a minimum scattering angle 
of qmin = 0.02 nm-1 at remarkable X-ray flux, resolving 
nanostructures (Bragg distances) up to 310 nm.

Synchrotron detector technology in a 
lab-scale instrument

The latest Dectris EIGER R detector series delivers high-quality 
results in the shortest time and is well-proven at synchrotron 
SAXS beamlines. In SAXSpoint 2.0 it is perfectly integrated in 
a lab-scale SAXS system, bringing data quality and speed at 
an almost synchrotron level to your lab.

TrueFocus: Focus on your sample

Precise and automatic alignment of all X-ray components and 
sample stages to obtain the best possible results for your 
sample measurement setup.

Stagemaster: Know what’s inside

Stagemaster automatically recognizes which sample stage 
is used and configures the system accordingly. This is an 
additional step to minimize human handling errors and free you 
from manual system configurations. 

SAXSpoint 2.0 at a glance



TrueSWAXS: SAXS and WAXS in one go 
without realignment

The TrueSWAXS feature of SAXSpoint 2.0 collects scattering 
data from small to wide angles in the q-range from 
0.02 nm-1 to 40.7 nm-1 simultaneously and continuously. 
With TrueSWAXS you receive the information on the particle 
structure and particle/macromolecular assemblies plus the 
information on the crystalline structure at atomic level in 
one go.

The straight way to your result: Dedicated 
software for operation and data analysis

Create automated measurement procedures easily and process 
or analyze a multitude of scattering data using the SAXSdrive™ 
and SAXSanalysis™ software packages. All system alignment 
steps are done automatically via the software. The user-friendly 
visualization of your measured X-ray data ensures that your data 
analysis is comprehensive yet easy.

Smart sample environments for versatile 
experimental settings

Choose from a wide range of sample stages to analyze 
virtually any kind of nanostructured material – at low and high 
temperatures and under various ambient and non-ambient 
conditions, such as relative humidity, different atmospheres, or 
tensile stress. You benefit from unique experimental flexibility 
with the SAXSpoint 2.0 system’s sample environments shaping 
your future application needs.



Primux 100 micro X-ray source for 
brilliant results

SAXSpoint 2.0 employs the brilliant Primux 100 micro 
X-ray source by Anton Paar. Combined with advanced 
ASTIX optics by AXO Dresden, it provides outstanding 
X-ray flux in its class and the highest spectral purity 
at a low power range of up to 50 Watt. Advanced 
technology ensures a long lifetime. A regular exchange 
is necessary less frequently than with former X-ray 
tubes and there are no additional maintenance costs 
during its lifetime.
For extended experimental flexibility, optional Cu and 
Mo sources are available as a combined dual X-ray 
source.

In combination with scatterless beam collimation you 
benefit from short measurement times and high signal-
to-noise ratio ensuring high-quality data.

SAXS close to the synchrotron level 
with MetalJet

The combination of the world’s brightest MetalJet 
microfocus X-ray source by Excillum and advanced 
ASTIX++ optics brings SAXSpoint 2.0 even closer 
to the synchrotron level. The MetalJet source uses 
a high-speed jet of liquid gallium alloy as the target 
material with a wavelength close to
copper radiation. The self-regenerating metal jet anode 
can accept very high power loads.

Benefit from the highest available X-ray flux in the 
laboratory of >109 ph/s and obtain high-quality 
SAXS/WAXS/GISAXS data, faster than ever. The high 
X-ray flux further reduces the measurement time, 
essential for studies of weakly scattering samples 
(biomaterials, samples with low concentrations) and 
time-resolved investigations.

The SAXSpoint 2.0 system in detail



SAXS and WAXS studies in one go

The TrueSWAXS feature allows you to run SAXS and 
WAXS measurements simultaneously. This unique 
functionality is based on precise component movements 
along the X-ray beam axis for acquiring 2-dimensional 
SAXS and WAXS data. Rely on the same high resolution 
and reliable results for both modes without bothering 
about time-consuming realignment or changing the 
detector position.

If experiments require the sample stage to be stationary, 
an optional WAXS detector module can be integrated in 
the SAXSpoint 2.0 chamber.

Ultimate resolution at a compact size

SAXSpoint 2.0 features an outstanding angular resolution 
of qmin = 0.02 nm-1 allowing you to resolve nanostructures 
(Bragg distances) up to 310 nm.

Thanks to brilliant X-ray sources, optimized optics, and 
a precise low-parasitics collimation concept, ultra-small 
scattering angles are achieved with a remarkably high 
X-ray flux, leading to short measurement times.

Synchrotron-proven detection 
technology

SAXSpoint 2.0 brings the latest technology to the lab by 
integrating high-resolution EIGER R-series detectors with 
hybrid photon-counting (HPC) technology from Dectris. 
Combine direct detection of X-rays in single photon-
counting mode with a pixel size of only 75 μm, ensuring 
the highest spatial resolution and best signal-to-noise ratio.
The EIGER R 1M detector is operated in vacuum 
which prevents parasitic scattering of the window foils, 
maintaining high resolution and the best data quality.
The EIGER2 R 500K detector is optionally available as a 
dedicated high-resolution WAXS module or as a smaller 
alternative to the EIGER R 1M SAXS detector.



SURFACE

GISAXS/GIXD Stage
 - Investigate nanostructured surfaces and thin-film 

samples using grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray 
scattering (GISAXS) and grazing-incidence X-ray 
diffraction (GIXD).

 - Analyze your samples in vacuum or – with the unique 
GISAXS Heating and Cooling Modules – under 
controlled atmosphere (air, inert gases, vacuum) at 
temperatures from -150 °C up to 500 °C.

NON-AMBIENT

TCStages
 - Analyze nanomaterials under precisely controlled 

temperatures from -150 °C to 600 °C.

 - Select from a broad variety of sample holders – 
from low to high volume, from liquids to solids, 
flow-through cells, rotating cells, pressure cells, 
and many more.

Humidity Stage
 - Study the influence of relative humidity (RH) and 

temperature on the nanostructure of your powder 
or film sample.

Whatever your application may require, SAXSpoint 2.0’s measuring chamber can 
be flexibly equipped with the proper sample environment for perfectly characterizing 
your nanostructured material under ambient and non-ambient conditions.

Unique experimental flexibility: 
The right environment for your sample



STRESS/STRAIN

Tensile Stage
 - Perform SWAXS studies on nanostructured fiber and 

foil samples under well-defined mechanical load.

 - For studies under controlled temperature (-150 °C to 
350 °C) use the optional Tensile Stage Heating/Cooling 
Module.

Customized sample environment 
solutions

Do you need a special environment for the investigation of 
your sample? Benefit from Anton Paar’s strong expertise 
in developing and providing special sample environments 
for SAXS and X-ray diffraction. Whatever your requirement 
and application, our design engineers will provide 
customized solutions which are not available off the shelf.  

AUTOMATED SAMPLING/MAPPING

VarioStage | Temperature-controlled samplers
 - Run automated measurements of multiple solid/

paste-like/liquid samples or capillaries between 
-150 °C and 350 °C using a single stage.

 - Analyze single samples at various positions.
 - Rely on easy handling and high-precision sample 

positioning.

Low-parasitics SiN cell
 - Ideal for weakly scattering samples, such as 

low-contrast or diluted samples.
 - The SiN windows result in a very low scattering 

background ensuring minimum parasitic scattering.

ASX autosamplers for liquids
 - For high-throughput screening of multiple liquid 

samples (particle dispersions, biological samples) 
run automated measurements of up to 192 samples 
using standard well plates.

 - The cooling option protects sensitive samples, such 
as biological materials, from denaturation in case of 
inappropriate temperature alterations.



SAXS/WAXS/GISAXS is a non-destructive method which provides structural information about 
materials from the sub-nanometer scale up to a few hundred nanometers. When X-rays hit 
a sample they are scattered and produce a scattering pattern characteristic of the sample’s 
nanostructure, size, shape, and inner arrangement.

SAXS/WAXS/GISAXS applications

GIXD study of pentacene thin films

Pentacene is one of the most widely studied organic 
semiconductor materials to date. Pentacene thin films 
are flexible, thin, and exhibit excellent charge-carrier 
mobility.

Challenge
Structure analysis of pentacene thin films is challenging 
due to a weak scattering contrast and very fine 
structural details. Good results can only be obtained 
with a highly brilliant and very well defined, precise 
X-ray beam.

Experiment
For 50 nm pentacene thin films on Si substrate:

 - SAXSpoint 2.0 system
 - Primux 100 micro X-ray source
 - GISAXS/GIXD stage
 - EIGER R 1M detector
 - Incident angle αI = 0.22°

Results
Grazing-incidence diffraction (GIXD) data of pentacene 
thin films exhibits numerous pronounced Bragg peaks 
which confirm the presence of the application-relevant 
“thin-film phase”. Both the 2D qxyqz-plot and the 1D 
q-plot exhibit sharp reflections with a FWHM of only 
0.03 Å-1 providing the highest GIXD data quality which 
is comparable to synchrotron GIXD measurements. 

SAXS study of Ludox® nanoparticles

Ludox® silica nanoparticles (NP) are commonly used 
for checking the accuracy of SAXS instruments, both at 
synchrotron beam lines and laboratory instruments.

Challenge
Concentrated dispersions typically exhibit structural 
interaction which requires advanced software to 
determine the sizes of the nanoparticles properly.

Experiment
For Ludox® nanoparticles (5 % w/w in water) with a 
nominal particle size of 30 nm:

 - SAXSpoint 2.0 system
 - Primux 100 micro X-ray source
 - EIGER R 1M detector

Results
SAXS data of Ludox® NP was evaluated using the 
GIFT2 approach which allows you to determine the 
particle size of interacting/concentrated (structure 
factor S(q)) samples. The scattering curve I(q) exhibits 
well-pronounced minima, indicating monodisperse 
particles. 
The Gauss shape pair-distance distribution function 
indicates spherically shaped particles with a particle 
diameter of 30 nm.

2Glatter,O., Fritz G., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 18 (2006) 2403 ff



SWAXS study of β-amyloid

β-amyloid is a protein which is closely linked to 
diseases such as Alzheimer’s. The aggregation of 
β-amyloid fibrils in the brain tissue (plaque) appears 
to be a major factor in the disease’s development. 
Analyzing the structure of the fibril formation by small- 
and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SWAXS) provides 
valuable information for identifying key factors of the 
disease.

Challenge
To obtain structural information, in particular of 
biological samples, both at the nanometer and atomic 
level, the instrument setup needs to be capable of 
measuring precise small- and wide-angle scattering 
data simultaneously.

Experiment
For buffered aqueous dispersion of β-amyloid:

 - SAXSpoint 2.0 system
 - Primux 100 micro X-ray source
 - EIGER R 1M detector

Results
The formation of fibrils, monitored by simultaneous 
SWAXS measurements, is clearly proved in the 
obtained scattering pattern: the peak in the medium 
angle regime corresponds to the distances between the 
β-sheets (= 10 Å) and the wide-angle peak corresponds 
to the interstrand distance (= 4.7 Å) of the β-amyloid 
fibrils.

Polymers, fibers

Porous materials

Liquid crystals

Pharmaceuticals

Surfactants, emulsions

Biological samples  
(BioSAXS)

Colloidal dispersions

Application fields



SAXSdrive™: System control and 
data acquisition

SAXSdrive™ provides full control of all SAXSpoint 2.0 
system components. It allows you to easily 
program and run automated SAXS/WAXS/GISAXS 
experiments.

SAXSanalysis™: Data processing 
and analysis

SAXSanalysis™ is a comprehensive data reduction 
and analysis package for 2D and 1D scattering data. 
Fully customizable templates and a batch processing 
concept allow you to handle a large amount of data. 
The data layout follows the commonly used Nexus 
convention.
Determine important parameters and plots such as 
radius of gyration RG, particle size, Porod constant, 
specific surface, and Kratky plots. Free yourself from 
manual file conversions with automatic data export 
routines to common IFT and model-fitting software 
packages (GIFT, ATSAS, SASfit, MacSAS, BornAgain, 
and others).

PCG: Advanced structure 
interpretation

Retrieve structural information such as particle size, 
size distribution, shape, and inner structure using IFT 
and deconvolution techniques. Interpret scattering 
data of interacting (i.e. concentrated or charged) 
particle systems.

Processing and analyzing a multitude of scattering data requires optimized and 
powerful software packages. Make use of the user-friendly and comprehensive 
SAXSdrive™ and SAXSanalysis™ software packages for data acquisition as 
well as for data processing and analysis: Create automated serial measurements 
easily, including automated sampling, temperature scans, etc. and analyze large 
scattering data sets by using customizable templates.

Dedicated software for the best 
SAXS/WAXS/GISAXS results

Ref.: Durniak,C., et al., BornAgain, http://bornagainproject.org (2017)





Your SAXSpoint 2.0 system in good hands

Best instrument quality since 1957

You can be sure that all components of your SAXSpoint 2.0 
instrument are of the best possible quality. Anton Paar’s 
long tradition, experience, and skills in producing 
high-precision SAXS measurement instrumentation ensure 
that your SAXSpoint 2.0 system will produce high-quality 
SAXS/WAXS/GISAXS results. You can count on a long 
system lifetime without failure.

Profound SAXS/WAXS/GISAXS 
knowledge

We take care of your SAXSpoint 2.0 system: Starting 
with installation and commissioning of the system, our 
SAXS/WAXS specialists provide a thorough on-site user 
training to help you make the most of your SAXSpoint 2.0 
system.

Application and service expertise

Anton Paar’s worldwide network of experienced application 
and service specialists provides immediate support for the 
smooth operation of your SAXSpoint 2.0 instrument. Based 
on more than 60 years of SAXS experience we accompany 
you with dedicated technical and application support made 
available by our skilled SAXS/WAXS/GISAXS application 
scientists.



System specifications

X-ray source - Primux 100 micro microfocus X-ray source (Cu, Mo)
- Optional dual (Cu and Mo) microfocus X-ray source
- High-performance Ga MetalJet source

X-ray optics and collimation - Custom-designed ASTIX optics (fully evacuated)
- Automated scatterless beam collimation (fully evacuated)

Sample stages and autosamplers - TCStage temperature-controlled stages
- GISAXS stage with heating/cooling option (-150 °C to 500 °C)
- Tensile Stage with heating/cooling option (-150 °C to 350 °C)
- Humidity Stage
- Temperature-controlled autosamplers for multiple samples (-150 °C to 350 °C)
- ASX autosamplers for up to 192 liquid samples
- Customized solutions available on request

Special features - TrueFocus: automatic self-alignment
- TrueSWAXS: continuous and simultaneous SWAXS studies up to 60° 2θ
- Stagemaster: YZ stage with auto-recognition of sample stages

Temperature range
Temperature accuracy

-150 °C to 600 °C
±0.1 °C

Atmosphere Vacuum, air, inert gas, humidity (reactive gases on request)

Sample holders - Quartz capillary for liquids
- Low-parasitics SiN cell
- Sample holder for solids
- PasteCell for viscous and powder samples
- RotorCell for sample spinning
- High-pressure cells
- μ-Cell for small sample volumes
- FlowCell and TubeCell for automation
- Osmotic cell
- Customized solutions available on request

Detectors - 2D EIGER R series HPC detectors 
qmin: 0.02 nm-1 and qmax: 40.7 nm-1 (60° 2θ) 
Δq <0.003 nm-1

- Optional high-resolution EIGER2 R 500K WAXS module for WAXS measurements 
qmax: 40.7 nm-1 (60° 2θ) 

Software - SAXSdrive™ measurement and acquisition software
- SAXSanalysis™ data processing and analysis software
- PCG advanced data interpretation software

Footprint - 2.7 m x 0.9 m (Microsource version, L x W)
- 3.6 m x 0.9 m (MetalJet version, L x W)
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